The Impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on IT Security

Abstract

As if organizations needed another reason to be more cognizant of the importance that IT security plays in a successful business operation. The recent Blaster worm outbreak, the blackout in the Northeastern United States in August 2003, and other similar events have helped solidify IT security’s spot on the corporate map. Yet, another event, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, will be responsible for further promoting the significance of security to corporate executives. When drafted, the writers of the Act did not have IT security in mind. As time has passed, and compliance efforts have been initiated, organizations have begun to realize that without a certain level of assurance regarding IT security controls, compliance is not possible.

This paper goes on to define the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and its requirements, a framework for compliance, and specific IT security areas that must be considered during compliance efforts. According to the Deloitte and Touche Information Security and Privacy Group, “there is a lack of clarity on the impact of multiple governance initiatives (including Sarbanes-Oxley) on information security”. By not specifically addressing IT security, the Act leaves room for interpretation. The information presented below is based on the research I conducted and represents my interpretation of the effects of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on IT security. In the near future, as compliance efforts progress, new standards and best practices relating specifically to IT security controls in a Sarbanes-compliant environment will be released. This paper is not intended to provide reference to all the controls that should be considered during compliance efforts. Its purpose is to help you, the reader, become more familiar with Sarbanes requirements and their potential affect on the IT security control structure. Regardless of whether the IT security controls mentioned below are required of your organization by the Act, their existence can lead to more secure business processes and ultimately, a better bottom-line.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

The purpose of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (SOA) is to restore confidence in the integrity of the financial reporting process at publicly traded companies. Its adoption
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into law was influenced by recent high profile accounting scandals at firms such as Enron and WorldCom. In Section 302 of the Act, the SEC requires that executive officers at each publicly traded company, usually the CEO and CFO, certify all financial reports that are required by Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 before disclosure to the public. By certifying, the executives are stating that they have reviewed the filing for accuracy and that they have disclosed any significant deficiency in the internal control structure and/or any fraud perpetrated by any individual with a significant role related to internal controls at the organization. The requirements of the section went into effect for quarterly financial reports filed on or after August 12, 2003. Penalties of misstatement may include executive jail time and/or personal fines.\(^5\) There is no wonder why the act has caused such a buzz and influenced executives to begin spending substantial dollars on SOA compliance.

To comfortably certify the financial statements, executives will require assurance that the data used in the company’s financial reports is accurate. All organizations rely on controls to promote sound business processes including those that affect financial reporting data. Section 404 of the Act, which goes into effect as early as June 14\(^{th}\), 2004, requires executive management to file an internal control report with its annual report on Form 10-K, the form that provides an annual overview of the company’s business. Within the control report, management is required to make judgments regarding the effectiveness of the internal control structure over financial reporting. This includes the identification of any significant deficiencies in controls over the financial reporting process. Prior to public disclosure, the company’s external auditor must confirm the validity of the assertions that management makes in the report.\(^6\) Exhibit 1 illustrates the required sections of the internal controls report. With a strong control structure in place and functioning properly, executive management can feel confident that the data it reports in the financial statements is accurate and truly reflects actual operations. Only then can certification occur and compliance be achieved.

**IT Security’s Role**

Each organization that is affected by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act has some level of reliance on automated information systems to process and store the data that is the basis of financial reports. The Act requires these organizations to consider the IT security controls that are in place to promote the confidentiality, integrity, and accuracy of this data. Specific attention should be given to the controls that act to secure the corporate network, prevent unauthorized access to systems and data, and ensure data integrity and availability in the case of a disaster or other disruption of service. Also, each application that interfaces with critical financial reporting data should have validation controls such as edit and limit checks built-in to further minimize the likelihood of data inaccuracy. A properly designed IT security control structure that is operating effectively is a critical piece to the Sarbanes-compliance puzzle. Its existence will
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Exhibit 1

XYZ Company
Internal Control Report
for fiscal year 2004

To ensure accuracy of the data reported to the public, it is XYZ management’s responsibility to establish and maintain an effective internal control structure over all processes that affect financial reporting data.

To evaluate the current control structure at XYZ, management has worked closely with the Internal Audit department to ascertain the design and operational effectiveness of all relevant controls. A web-based tool has been deployed to assist with compliance efforts and serves as repository for required documentation.

Overall, the control structure at XYZ is very effective. Listed below are specific assertions regarding the control structure. Following the assertions, are the material weaknesses that were noted during management’s assessment.

Assertions (as of 12/01/04):
- Access to data assets through computer applications and systems is adequately controlled.
- Data availability is ensured by a thoroughly tested contingency plan.

Material Weaknesses in Control Structure (as of 12/01/2004):
- Limit checks are not used by AP system to validate input data.

XYZ’s external auditors, 123 Public Accountants, have attested to and reported on the assertions and material weaknesses noted above.

Note: the purpose of Exhibit 1 is to illustrate the different sections required in the internal controls report. It may serve as a guide but should not be used in actual practice without further research.
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provide the certifying officers piece of mind when signing off on the accuracy of financial reports.

**Complying with Sarbanes-Oxley\(^8\)**

Before examining specific IT security controls, it is critical that an organization have an approach to guide overall Sarbanes compliance efforts. In many cases, this involves the Internal Audit department taking the lead and working alongside business process owners from each process that has a direct effect on financial reporting data. Results are communicated to a steering committee, which acts as a governing body over compliance efforts.

Initially, an entity-level assessment should be performed to assess the control environment at the corporate level. This assessment should focus on controls that are funneled down from atop the organization with the purpose of ensuring the integrity of financial reporting data. In terms of information security, the entity-level assessment should focus on areas such as corporate network security and disaster recovery planning. The results of the entity-level assessment have bearing on the scope of the next phase, analyzing process-level controls. If testing reveals that the control environment at the entity-level is strong, it is likely that the control structure at the process-level will also be strong. Thus, less analysis may be required at the process-level. For example, if a disaster recovery plan exists and sufficiently covers all critical systems, less analysis and testing is required at the process-level to ensure that specific data, i.e. the payroll file or the accounts receivable file, can be recovered after a disaster.

During the process-level assessment, the control structure of all processes that have a significant influence on financial reporting data must be documented and analyzed for effectiveness. Business process owners are relied upon to share process knowledge, which serves as the basis for documentation. At the process-level, documentation involves creating diagrams and/or narratives that outline the process steps, as well as the individuals, applications, and databases that are involved. Once the process has been defined, risks and controls can be plotted. Exhibit 2 represents a process-flow diagram for a typical order processing process.

After all critical processes, and the corresponding risks and controls, have been diagramed, the system of controls must be tested for design and operational effectiveness. It is important that the controls are considered in unison rather than on an individual basis. It is possible for the strength of one control to compensate for the weakness of another control. Exhibit 2 identifies three IT security controls that are in place to ensure the integrity of data involved in the order processing process. Respectively, controls 1 and 2 refer to access controls at the application level and the logging and monitoring of system log-on attempts. If, at the entity-level, the organization has strong access and logging controls, detailed testing may not be required to confirm the effectiveness of controls 1 and 2 at the process-level.

\(^8\) Protiviti, pgs.53-78.
Conversely, control 3, limit checks, is not relevant at the entity-level and will require testing to confirm its operating effectiveness. To test for design effectiveness, the auditor may compare the design of the control to standards and/or industry best practices. For example, if the accounting system in question were SAP, the auditor would compare control 3, the organizations implementation of an SAP limit check, to the best practice for SAP limit checks. If the control is properly designed, it is then tested to ensure that it is operating effectively. This test would involve accessing the ordering/AP systems and ensuring that the limit checks actually do validate a clerk's input based on an established set of criteria. If the control passes both the design and operational tests, it may be deemed effective in terms of minimizing the organizations exposure to the corresponding risks. In this case, the limit check (control 3) minimizes the risk (risk 2) that a clerk will enter inaccurate data into the ordering/AP systems.

In most cases, the assessments at the entity and process-level will reveal that some controls are designed and operating effectively and others are not. Controls that have a significant deficiency that is not overcome by the presence of a compensating control are included in a remediation plan. This plan includes information such as the control name, the corresponding process and responsible party, the issue that is causing the control deficiency, an action plan for remediation, and a deadline. The organization
should prioritize the remediation plan so that the most important control gaps are addressed first. By fixing these controls, each of which is in place to guarantee the integrity of financial reporting data, the executives can be fully confident when certifying the accuracy of the public financial statements. If no material control weaknesses exist, investors will favorably receive management’s internal control report. And, voilà, the organization is compliant with Sections 302 and 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act!

**IT Security Controls – Standards and Best Practices**

To measure the effectiveness of the existing control structure during the entity-level assessment, some standard is needed to act as a benchmark. Several best practice frameworks can assist in compliance efforts including the COSO (Committee of Sponsoring Organizations) Integrated Framework, the COBIT (Control Objectives for Information and related Technologies) framework, the ISO 17799 standard (Code of Practice for Information Security Management), and the ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library). The COSO framework has been identified by the SEC as a good starting ground for Sarbanes compliance. It addresses accounting controls over business operations and the financial reporting process; however, it does not make specific reference to IT controls. COBIT, which is published by ISACA (the Information Systems Audit and Control Association), was created to address IT controls not specifically mentioned in the COSO framework. Currently, it is the standard of choice in terms of a driving guideline for the entity-level assessment focusing on IT security controls. The COBIT framework defines several IT control objectives in each of four domains: Planning and Organization, Acquisition and Implementation, Delivery and Support, and Monitoring. Recently, ISACA has realized the need to integrate other standards, including ISO 17799 and ITIL, into COBIT to create a framework specifically designed to address IT controls in the post-Sarbanes-Oxley world. The projected completion date for this guideline was the second quarter of 2003.

**Entity-Level IT Security Controls**

At every organization, regardless of size, the data that is the basis for financial reporting relies on information systems for processing and storage and the corporate network infrastructure for accessibility. Hence, it is important that a proper control structure is in place at the entity-level to support all business processes. Each organization will have a unique control structure based on its reliance on information technology and on the business environment in which it operates. Although there is no right or wrong answer as to the IT security controls that must be in place at the entity-level, there are several areas that all organizations must address during SOA compliance efforts. Three of these areas are infrastructure security, access control, and contingency planning.
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Infrastructure Security

The corporate network is responsible for the transport of financial reporting data and the transactions that affect this data to and from network hosts. In many environments, the corporate network extends to customers, business partners, and suppliers. To ensure that critical data is not intercepted, altered, or accessed during transmission requires a strong control structure around the corporate network infrastructure. COBIT defines several controls related to network security in control objective 5, Ensure Systems Security, of the Delivery and Support (DS) domain:

5.16 Trusted Path
Control Objective
Organizational policy should ensure that sensitive transaction data is only exchanged over a trusted path. Sensitive information includes security management information, sensitive transaction data, passwords, and cryptographic keys. To achieve this, trusted channels may need to be established using encryption between users and systems, and between systems.\(^\text{12}\)

In the context of Sarbanes-Oxley, the data used for financial reporting is sensitive information. Preventative and detective controls need to be established to ensure that this data is secure as it is transferred from source to destination. It is necessary for the organization to have a clear understanding of the physical topology of its network as well as the protocols used for communication. A network diagram is an effective approach to defining all network access points and the breakdown of the network into public, semi-public, and private domains. In terms of SOA compliance, private network resources are of the greatest concern.

Any transfer of financial reporting data from an internal database server to a requesting host should occur over a secure channel. Preventative controls should act to secure the network infrastructure and prevent unauthorized access. The first line of defense is an effective password management program that requires the use of strong passwords (discussed thoroughly in access control section below). Any access granted to private network resources over the Internet should occur over a properly configured VPN that utilizes encryption. Encryption may also be used for internal transfers, depending on the sensitivity of the information. Third-party access to private resources via a modem introduces several security issues and should be used with caution. Another essential preventative control is the use of firewalls, which filter traffic between the private network segment and the semi-public and public segments (see control objective 5.20 below). Finally, physical security controls should exist to prevent outsiders from gaining access to an internal network connection or to the data center.

In case the firewall fails to prevent unauthorized access, it is critical that detective controls are in place to detect inappropriate traffic. An intrusion detection system should log activity and be regularly monitored to identify suspicious network traffic in a

\(^{12}\) This and each COBIT control objective to follow was taken from ISACA, COBIT Control Objectives 3\textsuperscript{rd} Edition, pgs.96-103.
timely manner. At the application-level, the organization should also consider logging traffic to the database servers that store financial reporting data. Logs can be analyzed to detect fraud, including fraud by individuals who have internal control responsibilities, which must be disclosed according to Section 302 of the SOA. Combined together, these preventative and detective controls ensure the existence of a trusted path over which financial reporting data can be securely exchanged.

5.20 Firewall Architectures and Connections with Public Networks

Control Objective
If connection to the Internet or other public networks exists, adequate firewalls should be operative to protect against denial of services and unauthorized access to the internal resources; should control any application and infrastructure management flows in both directions; and should protect against denial of service attacks.

As stated earlier, many organizations provide access to financial reporting data to outside entities via a VPN over the Internet. A firewall at the front door of the internal corporate network is an effective way to limit access to this data. Filtering rules, based on IP address, port number, and protocol can be implemented to determine who can access which resources. For example, an organization may want to provide its major suppliers access to its order data but not to other critical systems such as accounts payable, inventory, etc. A way to implement these sorts of access constraints is via a firewall’s filtering rules.

Firewalls offer additional functionality that is relevant to a Sarbanes-Oxley compliant control environment. For instance, most firewalls have a logging capability that is the basis for intrusion detection and is critical in investigating fraud.\(^{13}\) Logs can reflect network traffic that was permitted as well as traffic that was denied. Firewalls are also capable of data encryption, which can further promote data confidentiality, integrity, and nonrepudiation. Data on its way to a supplier via the Internet can be encrypted by a firewall, making it unintelligible to an unauthorized party. Finally, a properly configured firewall is capable of blocking viruses and worms at the front door, which helps ensure the availability and accuracy of critical data. While firewalls are a very powerful and very necessary piece of a secure network, even they can be defeated. But, by following a ‘Defense-in-Depth’ strategy, which involves adding other controls to complement the firewall, the organization can further ensure the accuracy of financial reporting data.

Access Control

If designed and implemented effectively, access controls will assist in governing which users are able to view and/or edit financial reporting data. An effective access control program restricts access to critical data to only those users with a legitimate need. The program should address each of the following areas: user account provisioning, account maintenance and monitoring, account revocation, and password management. At the entity-level, the access control program applies to logging on to the corporate network.

\(^{13}\) Cole, p.673.
and to mission critical systems such as an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system.

In control objective 5, Ensure Systems Security, of the Delivery and Support (DS) domain, COBIT defines several controls related to access control/user management:

5.2 Identification, Authentication, and Access

**Control Objective**

The logical access to and use of IT computing resources should be restricted by the implementation of adequate identification, authentication, and authorization mechanisms, linking users and resources with access rules. Such mechanisms should prevent unauthorized personnel, dial-up connections and other system (network) entry ports from accessing computer resources and minimize the need for authorized users to use multiple sign-on’s. Procedures should also be in place to keep authentication and access mechanisms effective (e.g., regular password changes).

For accountability purposes, the scheme used for user ID’s should be consistent across the organization and should clearly identify the user. A common example of such a scheme is an individual’s first initial of his/her first name followed by his/her last name and department ID. Based on the principle of least privilege, the user should be authorized to access and transact with only the data necessary to complete his/her duties. Also, to reduce the opportunity for fraud, segregation of duties should be considered when determining user authorization. For instance, a system administrator should not be responsible for monitoring system log files. Access to these files would allow the admin to cover his tracks in the case of fraud.

Authentication of users is also a big concern that should be addressed in an effective access control program. As mentioned previously, a user authentication mechanism requiring the use of strong passwords can act as the first line of defense against unauthorized access. Corporate policy and password filters should enforce a password length requirement, often eight characters, and should necessitate the use of a mix of alpha and numeric characters as well as symbols and other special characters. Users should be required to change their passwords after a certain time period and should not be able to revert back to recently used passwords. Also, users should be cautioned about disclosing passwords and about the risks of storing written passwords at their desks. Finally, it is critical that the file containing the passwords of a system’s users is stored in ciphertext and that passwords are encrypted as they traverse the network. By implementing strong identification, authentication, and authorization controls, the organization has added another layer of protection for financial reporting data. To complement these controls, an effective means of user account provisioning and revocation should exist.

5.4 User Account Management

**Control Objective**

Management should establish procedures to ensure timely action relating to requesting, establishing, issuing, suspending, and closing of user accounts. A formal approval procedure outlining the data or system owner granting the access
privileges should be included. The security of third-party access should be defined contractually and address administration and non-disclosure requirements. Outsourcing arrangements should address the risks, security controls, and procedures for information systems and contracts between the parties.

The organization should define a standard approach for data owners to follow when provisioning users. One of the more popular, the role-based approach, requires that the data owner assign a user to a group based on the duties he/she is responsible for. Initially, the user inherits all privileges associated with the group, although the data owner may be able to further restrict access at the local (user) level. Regardless of the approach used, the organization should ensure that the provisioning process is effective at giving users the appropriate access.

Equally as important as effective provisioning, are the monitoring and revocation processes. The monitoring process involves logging and analyzing access attempts to identify unusual situations including failed log-on attempts and log-on attempts during non-business hours. As mentioned previously, effective monitoring can help identify and prevent fraudulent activity. It is also critical that the organization have a revocation process in place by which user access to critical systems may be quickly disabled. The speed of the revocation process is important in certain situations such as when dealing with terminated employees or compromised user accounts. In both cases, individuals with unpleasant intentions may attempt to access and deface financial reporting data.

Business Continuity Planning

A major purpose of a business continuity plan is to ensure the integrity and availability of crucial data after a disaster or other disruption of service. In many environments, thousands of transactions that affect financial reporting data occur each day. It is critical that the organization protects stored financial reporting data in the case of a disruption as well as guarantee that transactions that occur during downtime are properly accounted for. COBIT defines several controls related to contingency planning in control objective 4, Ensure Continuous Service, of the Delivery and Support (DS) domain:

4.1 IT Continuity Framework

Control Objective

IT management, in cooperation with business process owners, should establish a continuity framework which defines the roles, responsibilities and the risk-based approach/methodology to be adopted, and the rules and structures to document the continuity plan as well as the approval procedures.

Developing a business continuity plan involves several steps including the identification of threats, the prioritization of assets based on criticality, and the development of a detailed plan. When creating the disaster recovery plan (DRP), the IT component of the business continuity plan, there are certain items that must be addressed. First and foremost, the DRP should address the steps necessary to effectively restore critical
systems after an interruption with minimal impact on data integrity and availability. Specific consideration should be given to backup procedures for critical data, and to network and server recovery. Depending on the magnitude of the event, the organization may have to move to a new site and/or procure new hardware and software. The logical and physical security in each of the possible post-disaster operating environments should be addressed. Finally, the DRP should identify the specific responsibilities of each team involved in the recovery including, but not limited to, the damage assessment team, the network recovery team, and the relocation team\textsuperscript{14}. After a plan has been established, it must be tested for adequacy and maintained to reflect changes in the organization’s business environment.

4.5 Maintaining the IT Continuity Plan

Control Objective
IT management should provide for change control procedures in order to ensure that the continuity plan is up-to-date and reflects actual business requirements. This requires continuity plan maintenance procedures aligned with change management and human resources procedures.

Changes in technology including system upgrades and network changes may alter the requirements of the DRP. Management should define a procedure for updating the business continuity plan in a timely manner to reflect all relevant changes. The procedure should hold specific individuals responsible for initiating and carrying out the changes and should identify the means by which changes will be communicated across the organization.

4.6 Testing the IT Continuity Plan

Control Objective
To have an effective continuity plan, management needs to assess its adequacy on a regular basis or upon major changes to the business or IT infrastructure; this requires careful preparation, documentation, reporting test results and, according to the results, implementing an action plan.

It is critical that the effectiveness of the continuity plan be validated through regular testing. Testing should ensure that the plan accomplishes its objectives and allows the organization to recover in a timely manner. Specifically, testing should ensure that all involved individuals are aware of and are able to carry out their responsibilities, that critical systems and the supporting infrastructure can be efficiently restored, and that off-site storage of data and software is synchronized with the current live environment. Test results should be maintained and referred to during subsequent tests to ascertain whether previously identified problems have been resolved.

\textsuperscript{14} ISACA, 2003 CISA Review Manual, pgs.281-283.
Process-Level IT Security Controls

During the process-level control assessment, processes that affect financial reporting data are documented in flow diagrams and/or narratives. The documentation will identify the applications that are involved in critical processes. In many environments, these applications are a component of an ERP system such as SAP, Oracle, Peoplesoft, or J.D. Edwards. Several IT security controls should exist at the application level to ensure the integrity of financial reporting data. These include preventative access controls, which allow data owners to restrict user privileges, detective access controls, such as the logging of unsuccessful log-on attempts, validation controls, including edit and limit checks, and the encryption of certain data and transactions.\(^\text{15}\) Strong controls at the application level will complement the entity-level control structure and act to further ensure the accuracy of financial reporting data.

The COBIT framework does not refer to specific application controls. As a result, an alternative framework is required to analyze the security controls around existing applications. The System Development and Maintenance section of the ISO 17799 standard, the Code of Practice for Information Security Management, “provides specific security objectives, risks, and controls relevant to application security.”\(^\text{16}\) Also, books and other research on the security of specific ERP systems may be useful when assessing the IT security control environment at the process-level.

Summary

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 requires impacted organizations to analyze the design and operating effectiveness of the controls in place at both the entity and process levels that act to ensure the accuracy of financial reporting data. Although its ingredients will vary by organization, the presence of a strong IT security control structure is crucial to Sarbanes compliance. Without it, management will have to either disclose a significant deficiency in the corporate internal control structure or expose the organization’s executive officers to personal liability in the case that they certify inaccurate financial statements. While the legislation may not have been specifically written to address IT security controls, as compliance efforts progress, the impact of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act on IT security will be substantial.

\(^{15}\) Tuteja, p.1.  
\(^{16}\) Greene, p.2.
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